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The IFR Triad

Pilot
◦ Instrument Trained
◦ Instrument Current
◦ Instrument Proficient

Aircraft
◦ Meets FAA IFR Standards
◦ GPS Receiver Meets   
TSO C-129 Requirements

Infrastructure
◦ GPS Approaches
◦ GPS Routes
◦ Weather Availability











Going forward:  
Performance Based Navigation RNP 0.3
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APPROACH  ENCHANCEMENTS

Most GPS  Approaches are Stand Alone

 In some cases additional segments called Routes    
and Feeders are developed to allow aircraft to 
descend from higher en-route altitudes to approach 
altitudes

PBN “Next Gen’ routes are created where Radar 
is not available or flights on published routes would 
place the aircraft in freezing conditions or high 
traffic areas
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Wind Speed/Direction

Temperature/Dew Point

Barometric Pressure
Visibility Sensor

Ceilometer   Cloud Height 
25 to 12,000ft.

STEP 1 DIGIWX SYSTEMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does it start?  Chicken vs Egg..  We began to design the system conceptually and it made sense to start with with weather stations.  At the time there were only 11 stations thought-out the state, we added (18).  Then we  transitioned to more capable IFR aircraft.



• Multiple Helicopter GPS Approaches into heliports and 
airports serving islands off  the coast of  Maine.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aircraft arrived and after the program transitioned to IFR operations it immediately became apparent that we needed SIAPs to the hospitals and remote or hard to access areas for a variety of reasons, the lack of nearby available alternates being the biggest and transitions from part 97 approaches to VFR or SVFR unpublished transitions to the hospitals was another.  So we began the multi year process of developing SIAPs.  This is a depiction of an initial proposal from a private vendor of SIAPs for approach's to the islands along the coast that present a variety of challenges for entrance into the Critical care System,  access being the biggest.  Over the years we have grown to more than 30 SIAPs with more in development within the state.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To enter the IFR environment from ME02, we needed to request SVFR clearance to the local airport and depart from there, or we could offer to provide our own obstruction clearance up to the MVA and punch in from the hospital (which might make some folks a little nervous) or  we needed an ODP to legally depart the helipad.  So it made sense to put an SIAP and ODP in at the base hospitals.   Also, due to the leg lengths we fly and the 135 alternate requirements it made sense to put an instrument procedure to the hospital so we could file to the hospital and use the local airport that has an ILS as an alternate.  To conduct the  ODP, there are specific requirements for the pilot.  The procedure must be  listed in  H122 OpSpec,  the pilot must be trained and the CDI scale must be manually set to the .3 scale.   We had good utilization but soon realized that we were limited by MEA’s, MRAs and icing conditions and there was a need to do something different.  So the low level route project took shape.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the usage numbers we developed a rough point to point design that went from location to location, this represents the north and eastern area of operations



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This represents the southern and western area of operations.  How to connect the pieces.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical ODP that enables the pilot to depart IAW 135.613(a)(1) when the VFR segment is 1 nm or less, this ODP is currently serving ME02, to connect to the new route the procedure will be amended  to terminate at a lower altitude to join the route, the intent is to have new ZK362 connect the points with a revised 22ME approach. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Work Group was put together within the FAA to come up with a repeatable design process and we were lucky to be the test bed.  The design began about a year ago and this is one of the views from the TARGETs development software of how the route gets built.  Due to the complexities of the project it was decided early on to keep the first route all within one controlling agencies airspace, in this case Bangor is the controlling agency. The new ZK route will allow operations in and out of 22ME at lower altitudes then previously possible.  The ZK route will allow safe IFR operations below the existing MVA.  The advantage here is that it will extend the IFR operations window for a greater period throughout the year due to the lower altitudes allowing for operations free of icing conditions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depiction of the previous SIAP into 22ME.  The new route will terminate at the revised IAP to 22ME.  The existing procedures will need to be amended for lower IAF altitudes so we are not in the position that we have to climb at the end of the route to the IAF, only to have to descend again.  This is huge amount of work for the folks at the FAA.  When it gets to be a little burdensome? We just need to remember why we are doing this.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A typical patient transport out of 22ME who was in need of critical care that could not be provided at the local hospital.  Establishing the SIAP ,ODPs and the route will increase the reliability of operations and eliminate any guess work about what part of the CFRs does the specific phase of operation come under.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of previous ODP.  The new ODP will terminate at the start of the ZK



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current Special into ME02, the current altitudes on the T are higher than the ZK route, this has presented a challenge and has necessitated  reviewing and modifying the  existing procedures to meet the requirements of the ZK route.



This route starts in the middle of the ME02-22ME route to a fix north of ME55 then to HUVIR. Then from HUVIR it would split down to PWM to tie into 
TOBKE. The other route would go from HUVIR to CEPKO (I think we may could add the leg from CEPKO to FONEP to tie in ME37). The other route would 
tie ME95 to ME02 direct back.  This would mean that we would need to make adjustments to the following procedures and possibly more to be able to connect 
all the remote facilities ME21, ME98, ME78, ME56, 35ME, ME55, 99ME, ME5, 93B, ME77, ME15. 

The next steps.. How to 
begin to “connect the dots”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the next steps? This is the conceptual design from TARGETS for the continuation of the project.  Ultimately, all the SIAPs will be connected a ZK or TK route.  After reviewing usage numbers, we have set up a priority list to aid in the route development.  Part of the process is connecting fixes of existing SIAPs and those of part 97 procedures.  As stated previously the challenge is that the routes are below the altitudes of the existing IAFs, discussions are ongoing on how to connect the ZK to the existing airway system.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We continue to work with the FAA to break down the plan into a route so it can be prioritized within the FAA workflow.  Depicted is an example of a route that uses existing fixes, once this is laid out it goes into TARGETs, the route has to be looked at to see if it meets the criteria for obstruction clearance, radar and communications requirements and ADS-B coverage and it has to make sense for the operations that are intended.  The workgroup then looks at all the individual pieces for potential issues and resolutions, ATC, (comms and coverage) Charting, Design, Policy and Procedures, Environmental, Legal just to name a few.  We are lucky to be able to be working with such a good bunch of people who have devoted a lot of time, effort and expertise to this project and they are being really careful to make sure that what is done here can be repeated elsewhere in the country.  They just figure out how to make it happen and that is huge…..
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IFR System Challenges
Alternates– distance and fuel reserves, align 135 Alternate requirements for rotorcraft with 

part 91.169(b)(2)(ii), this would increase the likely hood that pilots will file IFR vice run 
underneath because they can not carry the extra alternate required fuel.

Develop procedures for operators to transition from a Part 97 approach MAP to a hospital 
location within x distance (ie. “just over the fence” of the airport) from the place where the 
approach was developed.  Current transitions are problematic and have differing ceiling and 
visibility requirements and fall under two different operations, IFR and VFR, 2 different 
rules (135.609 and 613)  and depending on the class airspace and can be confusing to pilots. 

Develop a procedure that would enable an operator to join a Part 97 IAP at an altitude that 
is lower than the IAF altitude.  If the route can be TERPd through the area at a lower 
altitude, it would be extremely helpful to be a way to join a part 97 procedure at the altitude 
of the route.

 Can enhanced vision be used to improve ability to improve safe access of approach 
procedures and alternates?

Communications, radar coverage and ADS-B gaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Limited fuel capacity and the requirement for alternate selection.  Part 135 has more stringent requirements for when an alternate is required then 91.  With the reliability of modern navigation systems and precision and precision like approaches, the question has been raised whether it is appropriate to request a change the 135.223(b) for helicopter operations to reflect what 91.169(b)(2)(ii) (At the estimated time of arrival and for 1 hour after the estimated time of arrival, the ceiling will be at least 1,000 feet above the airport elevation, or at least 400 feet above the lowest applicable approach minima, whichever is higher, and the visibility will be at least 2 statute miles.)
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“Knowing is not enough, 
we must apply,
willing is not enough, 
we must do.”

Goethe
Epigraph IOM “EMS at the Crossroads”
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